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three different groups that had been formed to share 
knowledge about delivery expressed interest in working  
with nISo:

1    moving mountains project − an ad hoc group with a  
steering committee of nine library delivery experts

2    rethinking resource Sharing’s physical delivery 
committee − a group of fourteen library delivery experts 
focusing on home delivery, international delivery, and the 
impact of digitization on delivery services

3    american library association’s association of Specialized 
cooperative library agencies (aScla), Interlibrary 
cooperation & networking Section − sponsors a physical 
delivery discussion group that meets at every ala 
annual and midwinter conference and regularly sponsors 
programs at ala conferences on delivery

the rapid growth in resource sharing is causing similar growth 
in both the use and costs of delivery systems. at $4.00 per 
Usps ill transaction, we estimated that american libraries  
are paying over $25,000,000 to ship interlibrary loan items  
by mail each year.

these growing costs at the same time that libraries are 
experiencing budget difficulties has increased the pressure to 
become more efficient and effective in the resource sharing 
of physical materials. additionally many libraries, consortiums, 
and vendors had developed their systems and procedures for 
managing delivery independently, which was creating more 
difficulties as libraries began trying to interoperate with other 
delivery systems to expand resource sharing.

NR [  niso RepoRts ]

 va l e R i e  h o R to n  a n d  d i a n a  s ac h s - s i lv e i R a

physical delivery of library resources  
Working Group
in july 2009, niso’s discovery to delivery topic committee approved a new project proposal to 
develop a Recommended practice for the physical delivery of library Resources. the submitted 
proposal provided evidence that even in this digital age of information library patron borrowing and 
lending was skyrocketing:
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 a library research 
Service fact sheet 
shows that for 
nationwide ill 
borrowing, returnable 
rates are up 40.8% 
between 2000 and 
2006, and in colorado 
that increase is 107.4%.

 the same primary 
research Group study 
found that the mean 
annual amount paid by 
individual academic 
libraries for delivery 
was $6,856, with some 
libraries paying as 
high as $60,000.

 a 2008 survey 
published in Moving 
Materials: Physical 
Delivery in Libraries 
found that library 
delivery systems are 
moving millions of 
items a year. one 
system reported 15 
million deliveries.

 a library research 
Service 2008 survey 
showed that library 
delivery systems 
can cost as much 
as $2,250,000 
depending on  
the amount of 
materials moved.

 a primary research 
Group study found 
that 77% of academic 
libraries participate 
in state or provincial 
resource sharing 
networks above and 
beyond the 10,000,000 
interlibrary loan (ill) 
transactions that oclc 
annually processes.
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the niso physical delivery working group was charged to 
create recommended standards to improve performance and 
reduce cost of moving materials between a library that owns 
an item and another library whose patron wants to use the 
item. the variety of organizations represented by the working 
group members (see sidebar) has ensured that different 
perspectives from vendors, colleges, state delivery, consortium 
delivery, etc. are considered. the collaboration among the 
members has really enriched the process of developing the 
recommended practice.

resource Sharing Workflow
Resource sharing begins with a patron wanting an item that is 
not available within the patron’s specific library or branch and 
ends with the item being returned to the lending library. the 
specific steps in the workflow are shown in Figure 1.

the physical delivery working group’s recommended 
practice is focused on the delivery of the items to the borrowing 
library (#4 in Figure 1) and its return to the lending library (#7). 
while our focus is on the delivery piece in its many aspects, the 
entire system impacts how the delivery takes place. within these 
recommended practices, we are making several suggestions 
about the other steps in the patron request process to ensure 
the delivery piece works optimally.

recommended practice
the scope of the recommended practice is limited to the 
external delivery of items between separately administered 
libraries, although the recommendations are expected to be of 
value for branches of a single library system as well. external 
delivery can be based on consortia delivery within a shared 
system, region, state, or country. it can also be items moving 
through a standard interlibrary loan request.

ResoURce shaRing  

WorKfloW

a patron wants an 
item not held in his  
or her home branch

1

through either a mediated or 
unmediated request, the item 
is identified as being held in 

another library

2

once the desired item 
is located, an electronic 
request is made to the 

lending library

3

the lending library ships the 
desired item via some delivery 

method to the requesting library 
(or in some cases directly to  

the patron)

4

the patron’s home 
branch checks the item 

out to the patron

5
the patron returns  

the item to the 
requesting library

6

the requesting library 
returns the item to the 

home library

7
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Recommendations are included on the following topics:

  physical move
 »  identification through production of a pick slip,  
routing slip, or combination of both.

 » item packaging, labeling, and transportation containers
 » destination designation and label quality
 » connecting a label to a packaged item
 » transport container requirements
 » package tracking
 » environmental considerations
 » delivery facilities
 » automated systems

  connections between separate administrative services
 » international delivery
 » direct delivery to patrons
 » managing a courier system
 » Reducing deliveries

    as an example, the recommendation on item packaging 
requirements is based on the “minimal use” rule, which 
means the goal is to keep the packaging to a minimum and 
to handle the item as little as possible. Specifically:

 » packaging material should be able to be reused multiple, 
even 100s or 1000s of times. at times, disposable packing 
may be required; in those circumstances we recommend 
using the smallest size of packaging material available, 
and using packaging material that is made of recycled 
components. the less packaging material used, the less 
repetitive the work and the greener the process.

 » due to labor, cost, and environmental considerations, we 
do not recommend individual wrapping of items or use of 
bubble envelopes. (however, see next point about rare 
or fragile items.) padded envelopes should not be sealed, 
stapled, taped, or otherwise closed. this will allow the 
envelope to be reused more times.

 » packaging needs to be appropriate to the fragileness and 
rarity of the item. there will be additional packaging as 
the item’s value and fragility increases. we also recognize 
that special collections and archival materials have their 

taBle 1: Item packaging preferences

none low least impact

low impact

low impact

high impact

medium impact

not recommended

minimal

minimal

minimal

high

minimal

low

high

medium

varies

varies

reuSaBle JIffy BaGS

encloSed In reuSaBle 
plaStIc or nylon BaGS

SInGle uSe pacKaGInG

paper Banded

ruBBer Banded

unpacKaGed

product eXampleS
dIrect coSt 
per unIt

WorK floW 
 Impact

envIronmental 
Impact*

placing items in transport  
containers with no labeling  
or packaging.

alliance® pale crepe Gold™ 
rubber Bands In 1 lb. Box, 
#117B, 7” x 1/8”, Box of 315

Jiffy rigi Bag® recycled 
mailers, 14 1/4” x 18 1/2”, 
Kraft, pack of 75

multiple vendor options

pacKaGInG 

* Scale: low = less than $1; medium= $2–$4; High= $4 and above
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aSlca Ican
www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/ascla/asclaourassoc/
asclasections/ican/ican.cfm

Higher education Interlibrary loan management 
Benchmarks. primary research Group, 2009.
www.niso.org/topics/tl/suppmatls/

Interlibrary loan among academic libraries – ups and 
downs in colorado. library research Service’s fast facts, 
January 28, 2009. www.lrs.org/documents/fastfacts/
266_ill_academic_09.pdf

moving materials: physical delivery in libraries. ala 
editions, 2010.
www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?id=3089

moving mountains project
clicweb.org/movingmountains/

physical delivery Working Group webpage
www.niso.org/workrooms/physdel

rethinking resource Sharing physical  
delivery committee
www.rethinkingresourcesharing.org/delivery.html

 relevant  

l InKS

Ken Bartholomew 
American Courier

chaichin chen 
State of Rhode Island 
Office of Library & Information Services

Kathy drozd
Minitex

poul erlandsen
The Royal Library

valerie Horton (co-chair)
Colorado Library Consortium

Jennifer Kuehn
Ohio State University Libraries

michelle foss leonard
University of Florida

Julie Blume nye
OCLC Online Computer Library Center

Greg pronevitz
Northeast Massachusetts Regional  
Library System

franca rosen
Jefferson County Public Library System

diana Sachs-Silveira (co-chair)
Tampa Bay Library Consortium

nISo physical delivery  
Working Group members

own unique packaging requirements, but  
those requirements are outside of the scope  
of this document.

 » the most effective way to transport cds and  
dvds is in flexible, durable plastic cases, so that 
extra protective packaging is not necessary. if  
the case is not a durable type, you may place it  
in a protective envelope. 

table 1 indicates the recommended order of preferences 
for item packaging, with the first item being the most 
preferred.

among the recommendations for transport container 
requirements are ergonomic considerations such as: 
“care should be taken to keep weight limits low to reduce 
lifting injuries. lifting can be thought of as an equation 
that considers how much a healthy worker can lift over an 
8-hour period without increased risk of injury.”

the recommended practice also includes suggestions 
on ways to reduce the volume and/or costs of deliveries. 
these include: using the closest available copy 
(geographically), selecting available copy based on 
delivery route, substituting electronic materials, using 
floating collections (keeping items at the return location), 
delivery route clustering (aka transportation hold queue 
clustering), reserving high-demand titles for local use, 
hold queue filling based on patron location (rather than 
date of request).

next Steps
the group anticipates having the Recommended practice 
available for public review and comment in early 2011.

the process has been slow and painful but worthwhile. 
while most other working groups are focused on the 
presumably more exciting world of digital information, 
our group has been researching types of transportation 
containers, label adhesives, and automated materials 
handling systems. the volume of loan requests is evidence 
that the world is still a long way away from being all digital 
and patrons still depend on their local library to find and 
supply physical copies of materials, even when not owned 
by the patron’s own library. this recommended practice 
should help libraries to continue to provide that service in 
both an efficient and cost- effective manner.   
| nR | doi: 10.3789/isqv22n4.2010.07

valerIe Horton <vhorton@clicweb.org> is executive director 
of the colorado library consortium (clic). dIana SacHS-
SIlveIra <silveirad@tblc.org> is virtual Reference manager at 
the tampa bay library consortium. they are the co-chairs of the 
niso physical delivery of library Resources working group.
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